We describe the use of well-known uncalibrated stereo algorithms for detecting planar regions in a scene from the transformation of feature locations between views. Simulations indicate that a typical set-up would have a resolution of the order of one centimetre. A fully operational system is not yet complete, but here we present a number of steps towards achieving this goal.
Introduction
We are developing a system which combines stereoscopic vision with a robotic manipulator to enable it to locate, reach and grasp unmodelled objects in an unstructured environment. Part of the system has been built. The algorithm for indicating the object of interest is described in 2] and the algorithm for visually guiding the robot arm to the object is described in 6]. Both these algorithms use uncalibrated stereo vision. The advantages of using uncalibrated stereo are that it is easier to set up, more robust to disturbances of the cameras and insensitive to uncertainties in the camera parameters.
In order to complete the system an uncalibrated stereo algorithm is required for grasp planning. Many robotic grippers consist of two parallel jaws, such a mechanism is well suited to grasping objects with parallel planar facets. Hence, a simple paradigm for grasp planning is to search for planar facets. There are well-known uncalibrated stereo algorithms for detecting planar regions in a scene 4, 11] . Here we describe for the rst time the implementation of these algorithms to this application. A fully operational system is not yet complete, but here we present a number of steps taken towards achieving this goal.
Theoretical framework
The principle underlying all uncalibrated stereo algorithms for segmenting a scene into planar regions is the same and is summarised here.
Two views of a planar surface are related by a two-dimensional projective transformation. Features are grouped according to coplanarity by searching for features which follow the same transformation between the two images. The search space is large because it is also necessary to search for the correspondence between the images. The search is performed by a strategy of hypothesis, prediction and testing, see gure 1. A hypothesis consists of a basis set of matching features thought to be coplanar. This de nes a projective transformation between the two stereo views. A prediction consists of the mapping of a feature from one image to the other according to this transformation. If the transformation correctly predicts how other features transfer between the images then the hypothesis is accepted and the features are grouped as a plane. Whereas if no consensus can be found with any other features then the hypothesis is discarded, and another one must be tried. The correctness of a prediction is determined by a statistical test, such as the chi-squared test on the Mahalanobis distance between the features. The uncertainty in the positions of both the transferred feature and its predicted match are computed by the propagation of errors through all the computations starting from the initial image measurements. If the Mahalanobis distance between a transferred feature and its predicted match is below a speci ed con dence level then the match is deemed correct, otherwise not.
Computation of uncertainty by the propagation of errors
Method The approach is adapted from 3]. Let x be a vector in R n of some measurement data with associated covariance matrix x , and let y be a vector in R m computed from those measurements. If y = f(x) then to a rst order approximation the uncertainty on y is:
where Df(x) is the derivative of f evaluated at x, an m n Jacobian matrix. An example: Computation of the uncertainty on the projective transformation between two views of a planar surface. 
The individual elements of the Jacobian matrix are estimated numerically by nite di erences. The measurement data consists of the four pairs of corresponding lines, because the lines are all independent, the 24 24 covariance matrix of the measurement data is of the form:
where 0 ; : : :; 7 are the 3 3 covariance matrices of the eight lines, and 0 is the 3 3 null matrix. The uncertainty in the positions of each line is computed from the residuals of the line t to the edge data. Finally, the uncertainty of the projective transformation is computed by inserting equations (2) and (3) into (1).
Experimental results
Typical values for the parameters of the stereo rig are: 0.6 metres baseline between the optical centres of the cameras, 30 degree angle between the principal axes of the cameras, and a depth of 1.5 metres from the cameras to the object. We de ne the resolution of the system as the minimum distance between a point and a plane, such that the point can be distinguished from the plane. is the di erence between a transferred point and its match, and C is the sum of the covariance matrices for the transferred point and its match. An image point has two degrees of freedom so the Mahalanobis distance follows a chi-squared probability distribution with two degrees of freedom. A threshold of 9.21 on the Mahalanobis distance sets the con dence level to 95% 10] . If the Mahalanobis distance between a transferred point and its predicted match is less than 9.21 then the point is deemed as belonging to the plane. Results are shown in gure 3. Similar results were obtained when the experiment was repeated for di erent sets of bases points. The two planes are only correctly discriminated when the level of noise on the image points was down to 0.1 pixels. From these results we conclude that it is necessary to localise image features to a precision of 0.1 pixels in order to segment the scene into planar regions to a resolution of one centimetre. Corner detectors . So by using line features the system should be capable of segmenting a scene into planar facets to a resolution of about a centimetre.
Real data
Line segments are detected using Canny's edge detector, followed by chaining, then recursive splitting 1]. The Canny edge detector performs an isotropc smoothing of the image, which can introduce a bias error when two edges are nearby to one another. In order to avoid this bias only uncluttered scenes are used. Image blur is another cause of isotropic smoothing, hence it is necessary to ensure the cameras are well-focussed. A straight line is tted to each chain of edgels by an orthonormal regression 3]. Lines are represented by an equation of the form Ax + By + C = 0. The uncertainty in the position of each line is computed from the residuals of the best-t line to the edge data 10]. A basis set, consisting of four line segments, is manually selected. The projective transformation between views, together with the uncertainty of the transformation, is computed by the method outlined in section 2. The uncertainty of a transferred line is computed from the uncertainty of the original line and the uncertainty in the projective transformation. The line representation is converted to the form (m,c), where y=mx+c or x=my+c depending on the line orientation, hence the same Mahalanobis distance criteria described above can be used to test predicted matches. the two transferred lines is not su ciently close to its corresponding match in order to be deemed correct, the Mahalanobis distance is 15. In order to understand why one line segment is accepted and the other is not, the experiment was repeated for one hundred trials. For each trial a new stereo pair of images is taken of the same static scene. The graphs in gure 5 plot the parameters of the same transferred line and its corresponding match for the hundred trials. The ellipses shown in the graphs are the computed 95% con dence regions from the rst trial alone. The size of the computed con dence regions are of the same size as the scatter of the measurement data, this shows that the uncertainty computed by the propagation of errors from one trial is to the right order of magnitude as the true uncertainty measured over a hundred trials. There is greater uncertainty in the position of a transferred line than its corresponding line because it is dependent on more image measurements. The shift between the centre of each ellipse and the the scatter of data is because each ellipse is centred on the line parameter computed in that one particular trial and not on the mean value averaged over the hundred trials.
The lower of the two transferred lines in gure 4 was rejected during the rst trial because it happened to be on the outer limits of the distribution, as shown in the graph in gure 5(b). If, however, the uncertainty values are measured over the hundred trials instead of being computed from one trial then the transferred line would be correctly matched. The Mahalanobis threshold was set to yield a 95% con dence level, so on average one would expect to incorrectly reject 5% of the matches, but in practice we nd that we lose a much higher proportion. Here we suggest that it is more reliable to measure the uncertainty over a hundred trials than to compute the uncertainty by the propagation of errors from one trial.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the feasability of using uncalibrated stereo vision for detecting planar regions in a scene. The results from simulations indicate that the resolution of a typical system is of the order of one centimetre. In practice such resolution has not yet been achieved, but initial results are encouraging.
It is important to minimise any systematic error when implementing an algorithm based on a geometric computational framework 7]. For example, it was necessary to restrict experiments to uncluttered scenes because the Canny edge detector introduces a bias error when two edges are nearby to one another. We are currently replacing the Canny edge detector with one based on anisotropic di usion 9]. Other potential sources of systematic error include lens distortion and non-Lambertian re ection causing variations in visual features between viewpoints. We are also currently assessing the merits of measuring the uncertainty values over successive frames rather than computing the uncertainty values by the propagation of errors. For a hardware implementation, measuring the uncertainty is clearly preferable because no extra circuitry is required for the propagation of errors. For future work we plan to incorporate the estimation of the Fundamental matrix 12] in order to provide a further constraint on the allowable transformations between views, and to extend the approach to a trinocular system. Figure 5 : Each graph plots the parameters of a transferred line and its corresponding match for 100 trials. In both graphs, the intercept 'c' of the line is plotted against the gradient 'm', where the line is of the form y=mx+c. A transferred line is marked with an 'x' and its corresponding line segment is marked with an 'o'. The ellipses show the con dence regions computed by the propagation of errors from the rst trial alone, hence the ellipses are centered on the value of the parameters computed during that rst trial. The scatter of the data from the hundred trials reveals the true uncertainty.
